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All Characters in the scene: Kayleen and Doug

Beat Start: “Doug Enters. He’s beaten pretty badly”
Beat End: “You’re not a skank. You’re not”

Literal: Kayleen is talking to Doug about his fight and her boyfriend
Want: Kayleen wants Doug to have feelings for her the way she does for him.

Analysis:
1. Action: To get my secret crush to get jealous

As If: I’ve just gotten a new car and I was my friend to be impressed and jealous
Tools: Boast, seduce, trust, coax, endure, guilt
Cap: Verbal- “You should be with me instead” Physical- Take me in her arms

2. Action: To get my best friend to take the next step with me
As If: My boss wants to give someone a promotion and I want her to pick me.
Tools: Seduce, joke, adore, arise, plead, charm, bless
Cap: Verbal- “I want to be more than your friend” Physical- Grab my hand

3. Action: To get a loved one to put me first
As If: My mom has to leave for a trip but I want to cancel and stay home with me.
Tools: Enchant, promise, seduce, trust, spellbind, charm
Cap: Verbal- “I’ll always be here to protect you” Physical- Give me a hug

Externals:
Body Adjustments- No energy, has been sick all morning, very shlumped she gets a little

energy when Doug comes in but not too much.
Ornaments- I will become comfy with jeans and a sweatshirt, covering any potential scar.
Physical States- Exhausted, Sluggy, Helpless
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Beat Start: “You’ve got blood on your jeans”
Beat End: “I know”

Literal: Kayleen is showing Doug her cutting scares
Want: Kayleen wants Doug to understand that she’s not gonna stop

Analysis:
1. Action: To get a loved one to accept who I am

As if: I have come out as gay and I want my friend to accept me still
Tools: to be open, vulnerable, confide, loving
Cap: Verbal -“You don’t have to change for me” / Physical- hold me

2. Action: To get my best friend to take my side
As if: I had a fight with brother and I wanted my sister to be on my team
Tools: convince, accept, entrap, entrust, settle,
Cap: Verbal -“It’s okay for you to do this if you need it” / Physical- Hold my hand

3. Action: To get a loved one to stay with me
As if: My grandmother has died and I want my friend to stay by my side though it
Tools: entrust, confide, vulnerable, clarify, bear,
Cap: Verbal -“I’m gonna be right here” / Physical- Sit with me

Externals:
Body Adjustments- No energy, has been sick all morning, very shlumped she gets a little

energy when Doug comes in but not too much.
Ornaments- I will become comfy with jeans and a sweatshirt, covering any potential scar.
Physical States- Exhausted, Sluggy, Helpless


